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Clemson Organized Into Different Schools
OF AGRIAction Taken by Board Upon SCHOOL
School
of
Vocational
Education
CULTURE HEADED
Recommendation ot Dr. Sikes
Is Established at Clemson
BYjUV. BARRE
Department Heads Henceforth Will be Deans
President Sikes announces that
several changes have been made in
the administrative offices of the
college. The changes will be in operation when the students return
in September. The changes are as
follows:
Teaching directors will become
deans, and departments will be
known as schools. There will -be
no change in the titles in the Fublic
Service departments and the heads
of these departments will still be
entitled directors.
Professor H. W. Barre, in addition to being Director of Agricultural Research, has been made
Dean
of
Resident
Agricultural
Teaching.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun has been
transferred from Resident Agricultural Teaching and made Dean of
the School of Chemistry and Geology. Doctor Calkoun succeeds Dr.
R. N. Brackett who will become
Librarian of the Chemistry Library
and teacher of the History of Chemistry and Selected Topics.
■Fertilizer Analysis
has
been
transferred to the Department of
Agriculture and Mr. B. F. Robertson has become Chief Chemist of
Fertilizer Analysis.
The various courses of Education have been united into a School
of Vocational Education and Mr.
W. H. Washington has been appointed Dean of this school. He
will, however, remain Registrar of
the college.
While there have been changes,
no departments have been eliminated. Members of the faculty have
been retained, and the same standard of work will be continued.
Though the income has been re. duced, -Clemson will begin next
year with flags flying and a full
crew on deck.

ATHLETIC OUTLOOK AT
GLEMSONjSOPTIMISTIG
Coach Neely Has Built Carefully and His Teams Must
Be Reckoned With
This Year

New Dean Will Continue to be
Director of Experiment
Station

Education and InLIBRARY HEAD MAKES Agricultural
dustrial Education are Combined Under New School
APPEAL TO ALUMNI
Acting upen the recommendation
of President Sikes who has had the
AND FRIENDS matter
under consideration for a

Prof. H. W. Barre, who has for
sixteen years been the director of
the South Carolina Experiment Station, now has the added duties of
the deanship of the School of Agri- Books or Contribnutions Are
Requested in Order That
culture, a position for which he is
eminently qualified.
In addition
Present High Standard
to his position as Director of the
May be Maintained
Experiment Station, he assumes the
supervision of the teaching of AgBecause of decreased funds and
riculture, taking the place of Dr. F. inreased demands for books, the liH. H. Calhoun, who has been made brarian is asking that each alumnus
Dean of the School of Chemistry.
or friend of Clemson College give
The following is taken from one book or one dollar for the pur"American Men of Sciecne":
chase of books, the goal being to
"Barre,
Prof.
Henry Walter, ^atTo? three thousand new titles to
South Carolina Agricultural Expexi-" the volumes already in the library.

year or more, the Board of Trustees at its June meeting created the
School of Vocational Education,
■under
which
are
placed
the
By "Floopy" Dunlap
Agricultural Education, the In-1
Many high school graduates are
dustrial Education and the GeE|
greatly interested in athletics, and
erai Education work carried on at!
this one factor often 'helps a boy
Clemson. W. H. Washington, Regdecide which college he will attend
istrar, is to be Dean of the newly
to pursue a college education. They
established school,
realize that this training is fun' The creation of a School of Vodamental, that it builds character
Rational Education brings about the
and. fits a man for the hard knocks
' coordination of all the educational
of life.
work at Clemson. Heretofore, the
Athletics at Clemson are directed ment Station, Clemson College, S. Only books of standard quality are Agricultural Education has been
De-xlngton^* S. C, desired. Recent scientific or tech- , under the Agricultural Department,
by Jess Neely, a Vanderbilt grad- C. Agriculture.
B. S.~ Clemson, nical books are most needed, but!the Indutsrial Education under the
uate, a man with a thorough know- May 5, '81.
1905;
B.
S.
Nebraska,
1097; any standard work of literature, his- | Textile Department, General Educaledge of football, and a coach who
Agent Ne- tory, soiology, poetry, etc., would , tion was offered by the General
teaches clean soprtsmanship. He A. M. Nebraska, '10.
is a born leader and one whom any braska Cvoy r-'cst unv ■r^---:~-c- Bu- be acceptable. Perhaps your book- j Science Department, and engineerfather would consent to instruct his reau, -^ofX^-Associate Prof. Botany shelves are over-crowded and you , ing subjects by Engineering Departand Bacterialogy Clemson, '07-'08; need to dispose of some to make ment, all of which offered courses
son.
Prof. '11-; Botanist and Plant Path- room for new additions.
(Continued on page ,7)
Send a in their respective fields of teachologist, S. C. Experiment Station
ing, but through no fault of the
(Continued. on page 7)
'08-, Director '17-; Plant Patholovarious departments, there was no
gist War Emergency Board '18-'19.
real coordination between them and
A.A.A.S. (Sect. G. Committee, '23-);
the work that was given.
The
Phytopath. Soc. (Assoc. Ed. '14-'16,
establishment of the new school
Councilor, '16-'1S, Advisory Board
gives a directing head who will be
'19-'21);
Bot. Soc; Association
responsible for all courses in edSouthern
Agricultural
Workers
ucation and will make for cordi(Sec'y-Treas. '23-'26, Vice-president
nation and increased efficiency.
Purpose is to Create Perma- '26, Pres. '27); S. C. Academy of
The resident training program of
Science (Vice-pres. '26). Plant disW. H. Washington, College Reg- agriculture teachers at Clemson has
nent Endowment for the
eases; cotton anthracnose; water istrar, has been appointed Dean of won National recognition. The iuCollege
requirements of cotton ( chief sub- the newly established School of j struetors in Agricultural Education
jects of research)."
Vocational Education. Possibly no ' have been for a number of years
Clemson men through the years
Professor Barre is . largely re- one in the South is better fitted to [ -working to meet three rather spehave realized the need for somesponsible for the practical elimina- head the new School than Mr.' iflc objectives: (1) the training of
c
thing more than Federal and State
tion of cotton anthracnose from the Washington who has had experience undergraduate students to qualify
support through the regular chanfields of the south. His name is to in both vocation agriculture and for the State certificate to teach
nels if Clemson is to continue to
be found in literature on this sub- industry as well as experience in vocational agriculture in public
be the leading agricultural and meject in a connection which leaves general education.
'schools; (2) improving teachers of
clianical college in the southeast.
no doubt as to the pioneering work
He
was
graduated
from
Clemson'
Vocational Agriculture in service,
Clemson already has more gradwhich he did in this field.
in 1920; received his Masters de- \ ana (3) selecting, organizing and
uates in important professional poOn a study of the water require- gree in agriculture at Iowa State ■ publishing teaching content in vositions in these fields than any
(Continued on page 7)
College in 1922; has studied at the cational agriculture.
southern institution, and it is fully
CLEMSON TO MEET
University
of
Chicago,
Georgia
(Continued on page 7)
realized that in order to keep the
REQUIREMENTS FOR
School of Technology and the
lead we have, it is necessary that
George Peabody College for TeachTEACHER'S CERTIFICATE the men who have gone before
ers.
In each of these schools he
rally to the support of their Alma
thorough study of
In order to meet the new legal Mater.
blems and the adAt the meeting of the Alumni
requirements necessary to obtain a
In 1933 Clemson turned out
vocational agricul:'S^tion
teacher's certificate to teach in Corporation in'June 1933 the Clemmore
textile
graduates
completi
and
general educa>
son
College
Foundation
was
created
South Carolina high schools, the
ing the four year day enroll:
ThP Past year he spent in Increase in Tuition Offset bySchool of Vocational Education will for the purpose of meeting the long
ment course than any other f
the George Peabody ColThe members of the
offer a number of educational cours- felt need.
Savings Elsewhere
,
he is working on his
textile
school
in
the
Enitefif
re
Board
of
Trustees
of
the
Foundaes, for students majoring in General
States.
One of the eastern
doctorate.
Science, Textiles, Engineering, Ag- tion have been duly elected and
Clemson plans to cut the cost of
textile schools located j& an
Mr. Washin&t0I1's experience Inhave published a folder setting
riculture and Chemistry.
living
expenses for next session and
industrial center au-fl holding
cludes work in teaching and adThe new regulations passed by forth the plans and purposes of the
the first payments made at the
ministers? niral, town and city
night classes gradi/ated a largAn endowment fund
the State Board of Education be- Foundation.
opening of college in September
er number of m»u but about
schools as well as colleges, which
come effective July 1, 1934, which is being created, the income from
will be on the reduced basis.
half of them werfe night stuhas brought him-in close touch with
will affect Clemson men desiring to which will be used to aid worthy
Board will be reduced to ?15 and
dents.
practically every P^se of public
teach or coach in a State High students and for such other purthe Incidental Fee to 58.
These
education.
He
wa«
ne
first
head
of
The southern^Btile industry
School, state that the minimum cre- poses as will promote the interest
plans were made and several conoffers one °Jfl I best <»>IV?Tthe Indu: rial El
Division
dentials will be a Bachelor's de- of students and the welfare of the
tracts entered into prior to the
tunities
tc^fl
BIU-.I
interestat
Clemson
id
(
organized
college.
The
Trustees
of
the
Foungree from a State accredited instirecent, sharp rise in prices, and at
:
at
haTe
ed in ^M
Bdning. This
textile even
"
tution which includes 18 semester dation will also Teceive gifts and
the present time the proposal is to
been
in
oper..
>ri
for
a
number
of
is
f^M
W*
\\\c
fact
that
hours of approved courses in Ed- bequests made for specific purposes
carry out the original plans.
6
tl^fl
TeitU
Departvears.
ucation, and at least twelve semes- and administer them according to
The tuition fee was increased $20
He is Secretary of tfce Committee
ter hours in each subject or depart- the terms of each bequest.
for ,, past several
by the last General Assembly, but
on
Education
of
tlit
South
Carolina
Under the plan approved by the
ment to be taught.
In no case
Paced pprpdmately 100
the reduction in cost at Clemson
Council, a member ot the Phi Delta
j graduates in
shall a certificate be issued until Alumni Corporation dividends froj
bent of ts
in living expenses and uniforms will
Kappa, and Alpha Tan AH
edndustry ami "* had many
a person has complied with the life insurance will constitute ar^
more than offset the increase in
nther
irraUa
catiorfal fraternities .na
requirements of 18 hours in Educa- portant part of the income £
onal cr-11- K «• 8
tuition.
(Continued on page
ganiz^tions.
tion.

ALUMNI ORGANIZE
THE CLEMSON COLLEGEFOUNDATION

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
HEAD MAN OF BROAD
EXPERIENCE

CLEMSON LEADS U. S.
IN TEXTILEGRADUATES

COST REDUCED
FOjjJTUDENTS
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EDITORIAL
SUMMER EDITION OF THE TIGER
This edition of The Tiger marks the first efforts of the College toward a summer issue of the popular student paper.
The purpose of this summer edition is to acquaint alumni,
students and friends of the changes made at Clemson by the
Board of Trustees at it's last meeting, to carry campus news
to alumni and students, and as a means of contact with all
friends of Clemson during the summer months.
This summer edition of The Tiger will go to over 4500 persons—approximately 3000 going to alumni alone. Students
in Clemson last year, and prospective students this year will
each receive a copy.
It is impossible to mail this edition to every friend of Clemson. When you have finished with it, please pass it to someone else who is interested in Clemson, and who will appreciate
the reorganization that has taken place in the institution.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE TIGER

SIGNS—SIGNS
An enormous sign like the one shown above will soon greet
motorists passing through Clemson by any of the three main
highways that pass through the campus. The signs, which are
12 feet wide by 9 feet high, will be placed at the entrance tcj
the college grounds on the highways from Atlanta, Greenville,
and Anderson. They were designed and constructed this summer by B. E. B. Snowden, Clemson engineering graduate of| the
Class of '33.

CLEMSON MEANS MUCH ENROLLMENT INTO AGRICULTURE
CREASES SHOWN
For forty years Clemson men who
have graduated in agriculture have
found places in the rural life of this
and other countries and have contributed much to the 'betterment of
agriculture. Along with others they
have, during the past thirteen years
particularly, undergone a period of
profound change and in some cases
actual suffering. In view of these
things, many have considered more
seriously than ever before the question of what should be their life
work, and those who contemplate
some phase of agriculture have even
begun to wonder whether a college
education WlH pay.
There is every reason to 'believe
that the future graduate in agriculture will be in even greater demand than have been graduates in
the past. We are entering an era
of social and economic control in
which the social and economic "engineer" will occupy a position of
major importance.
Furthermore,
those who elect to make their home
on the farm, have a right to expect
that the "new deal" will give them
a larger share in the national income and a greater degree of satisfaction than has accrued to their
predecessors. It is important, however, that the future agricultural
leaders have the character, ability,
and training which is essential if
the "new deal" is to succeed.
The young man who enters college at this time would seem to be
in an especially favorable position
in that he not only would have opportunity to study at first hand the
fundamental changes in the economic and social system and, the

Clemson's first graduates are still
young men, yet the enrollment last
session was between three and four
times as great as it was when these
first students were graduated.
The steady growth in students is
indicated over several ten-year periods:
1895
370
1900-1901
483
1910-1911
683
1920-1921
847
1932-1933
1217
The enrollment figures above include only full-time students during the regular college year.

BARRACKS NO. 2
BEING REMODLEO
New floors are being built and
the gangways to the Barracks No.
2 hath rooms are being rebuilt this
summer. The open gangways leading to the bath rooms are being
bricked up and arrangements will
he similar to those in Barracks No.
3.
This will add greatly to the comfort and convenience of the students living in the middle barracks.
reasons for them, hut also because
his graduation should coincide with
a time of great opportunity for
leadership and service in the reorganized society which will follow.

Elsewhere in this issue of The Tiger will be found a subscripEXPENSES FOR 1933-1934 SESSION
tion blank for the use of anyone who may wish to subscribe
Based on present conditions the expenses for the session 1933-1934
will be as listed below.
to Clemson's weekly newspaper.
Eleven Big Football Games

The Tiger is a paper all Clemson meen should be inte*rgsted
in. All local news of interest to Clemson men is Published
from week to week, including detailed accounts of all athletic
engagements. Jess Neely's Yellow Peril is going to run up
against some mighty stiff opposition this Fall, but the dopesters
are predicting some very interesting affairs when the Tiger
eleven travels to Atlanta, Columbia, Washington, and Greenville, to say nothing of seven other big gridiron battles. You
may not be able to be right on the sidelines at all of these
games, but you can get all the dope and football chatter from
the pages of The Tiger as told by Joe Sherman, basketball and
baseball star and Tiger sports editor and Associated Press
correspondent on the side.
The regular circulation of The Tiger during the school: year
is approximately 1600 copies per week. It js the goal of the
editors to increase this circulation to the 2$00 mark this fall.
Cotton is still going up, but even if you aren't a farmer, send
us a dollar and a half and help us keep that 'ole Tiger spirit
hot!

Board, room, laundry, hospital fee, class and laboratory fees,
activity fee, matriculation fee
Total for hoard, living expenses and fees as above
$223.60
60 00
Tuition fixed by law
Tuition for out-of-state students ($150.00)
V Total 1 and 2 for South Carolina students
$283.65
Uniforms for freshmen:
(a)' Service uniform—coat, trousers, cap, shirt
$22.31
(lb) *8*grooat, dress garments, shirts, etc.
21.71 $ 44.02
Uniforms foX sophomores and junior
? 16.74
Uniforms for seniors—minimum
§ 9-74
The college reserves the right to Increase the price of board if the
cost of foodstuffs continues to advance to the point where this is
necessary.
The paymuiiBBLentrance, including uniforms, tuition, fees and living excuses, I
^^follows:
S.C. Students
Out-of-State Students
$m 67
$14 17
New stud^l
L"
°'
112S9
Sophomons^
^
9°"39
~"^
^k
90.39
112.SO
Juniors _
^B
^L.—
^B
^.
83.39
105.89
Seniors ^H
^^.
„„,„,. „___," ,
T"^B
^k South Carolina students and are

Other paymnts

are $^m

due quarterly as folIo . ■
March 30. IStices v*he 11^
days prior to ate /[ addit|
ates.

^j!

ber

J^

15

January

Treasurer's

29,

and

Office

ten

Reports have it that several marriages are to take place among the
campus eligibles this summer—One
rumor in particular concerns an
agriculturist experimentist— Frank
Howard, assistant coach, will take
the fatal step and speak the solemn
vows in early August—He is looking for a house at present— We
have on good authority that a member of the Textile faculty visited
Spartanburg the other night on a
very serious mission—Be careful,
boys—The word "yes" constitutes
'the longest sentence that can ha
given in this State—Jess Neely says
his baby girl is no longer than
that—Jess may not he much of a
nurse at home but he knows how
to handle the football field—It is
soft and the turf is 'in excellent
condition—September 23rd is the
first game—Are you ready—Colonel
West appears to be mightly busy
these hot days—Tootsie Mills just
back from New York reports a
marvelous time—She is yearning
for a trip to Chicago now—How
far is Chi from Iowa—The popular
Jimmie Moxon will be missed from
the campus—The same goes for
Brownie Stevenson— Good luck,
hoys, wherever you go— Wonder
where Doc Daniel has been all summer—Shades of someone or another—Campus girls playing tennis in
shorts—Every time we see Jach.
Elmore play golf we feel better
about our own game— Virginia
Shanklin planning a Carribean Sea
cruise in early August—Dave Watson busy with improvements in
middle barracks—Jake Woodward
and the Columhia State—It is his
constant companion while the wife
is away—Pop Glenn talking about
a fishing trip—And Slim Rhodes
telling about how scared he was on
one not long ago—Dean Washington—Busy organizing the School of
Vocational Education.
It is Dean
everything now— Wonder how a
monument to Thomas G. Clemson
would look in the triangle of the
roads in front of the Library—He
should be honored by a monument
somewhere on the campus— Let
some good class get the movement
under way—Flowers on the campus
are very pretty this year— Fine
work, Mr. Newman—A scallion to
those who wanted to let the campus
become run down— Doc Feeley
walking—The wife has the car on
a vacation trip—Another penalty of
married life—Members of the party
that went to the mountains on a
house party last week asking each
other if they had any red bugs—
Tom Millford looks desolate these
days—Cap Clinkscales telling about
his corn crop—Cap has the only
livery stahle in the world that keeps
mules instead of automobiles—Hoke
Sloan sitting in front of his store—
He is trying to convince Booker
that he has the right starting backfield against P. C.— Who is the
campus steno who wanted to give
loving strokes to an agricultural
faculty member— Doc Milford is
proud of the hospital addition—The
Golf Club is getting into action
again—Doc McCollum is anxious for
the hoys to get back—Stacks of
books are waiting—Preacher Crouch
talking about the new Presbyterian
Church—There is a fighter for you
—Walter Winchell Booker back at it
■—Every Clemson alumnus should
see a high school graduate and direct him toward Clemson— The
Savannah Alumni Club certainly do
that thing—Other Clubs can do as
much.

Word trickles down from Highlands that Bill Lippincott, who has
a home there, is letting his beard
grow and is going about barefooted.
Be careful, Bill, if Madam
Perkins learns this horrible fact
she will certainly s'uod y<:

/"
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CLEMSON MEN OF
R. 0, T. G. CAMP AT
ANDERSJM STUDIED CLEMSONSUCCESSFUL

NEW DEAN

On June 8 the first R. O. T. C.
Survey Made by College Shows
Camp
ever asesmbled at Clemson
Men in Many Different
College opened with five hundred
Occupations
and forty-three cadets from sevenA survey conducted by Professors
Klugh, Hunter, and Auil of Olemson
College reveals some interesting
facts about forn.cr Clemson students from Anderson county.
The following table gives the occupational summary of those studied:
Total students
118,6
Address unknown
176
Students in Clemson
71
Records compiled
939
Deceased
37
Records of living
902
Living ex-students
628
Ex-students in S. 0
581
Living graduates
274
Graduates in S. C.
183
Farming
209
Teaching
^3g
Business—Employee
96
Business—Owner
87
Textile work
73
Engineering
69
Unemployed
45
Traveling salesman
30
Agricultural research
25
Housewife
13
U. S. Post Office
15
Students in other schools
14
Dairying
23
Doctors
-Q
Lawyers
7
Army and Navy
7
Carpenters
5
Miscellaneous
40
An analysis of the above table
gives some interesting highlights.
Of the ex-students 92.5 per cent
are still in the state against only
66.8 per cent of the graduates. Of
the 91 graduates who are out of
the state, 40 are in some line of
engineering and 10 are connected
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture. There are 209 or 23 per
cent farming.
Since 1915 three former students
from Anderson county have been
awarded the Certificate of Merit
for outstanding work in Agriculture.
The teaching group includes university and college professors, agricultural teachers, teachers of industrial education, high school and
grammar grade teachers. One former Clemson student from Anderson
county is one of the outstanding
authorities on ants in this country.
Those employed in business include 'bookkeepers, clerks, (filling
station operators, mechanics, etc.
Eighty-seven out of 902 own their
own business.
Of the 73 in textile industry there
are one mill president, 3 superintendents, one manufacturer's agent,
designers, etc.
In the engineering group we find
general managers of Public Utilities,
superintendents
of
power
plants, highway engineers, etc.
Only 45 out of 902 are unemployed.
The 30 traveling salesmen include those selling groceries, oil,
gas, fertilizers, electrical equipment, machinery, soap, etc.
IncTuded
under
designation
"housewife" are women who were
summer school students.
Of the 25 listed under Agricultural Research one is Assistant Director of South Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, one has charge
of cotton fibre research of the office
of Cotton Marketing Investigations
in Washington, another is Bee Specialist for the Extension Service,
others are scattered from Maine to
Florida and as far west as Salt
Lake City, and four are county
agents. Fifteen of the twenty-five
are working in South Carolina.
The fifteen connected with U.
S. Post Office include one Postmaster and fourteen clerks and carriers.
The fourteen listed as students
are those who took premedical
training at Clemson and are now at

teen southern colleges as follows:
Eailey Military Academy, Clemson
A. & M. College, Columbia Military Academy, Davidson College,
Georgia Military Academy, Georgia
Military College, Georgia School of
Technology, Gordon Institute, North
Carolina State College, Oak Ridge
Military Institute, Presbyterian College, Riverside Military Academy,
Tennessee Military Institute, The
Citadel, University of Georgia, University of Tennessee, and Wofford
College.
The cadets were oganized into
a battalion consisting of four rifle
companies and a Battalion Headquarters and Band Detachment. The
cadets were quartered in Barracks
No. 1 and ate in the college Mess
Hall. Captain J. D. Harcomtoe, the
College Mess Officer, held up to his
usual good standard.
The cadets
were not required to do kitchen police.
There were dances twice a week
in the field house where the Clemson Jungaleers furnished excellent
music. There was no lack of fair
partners, and of all amusements enjoyed by the cadets this was undoubtedly the most popular.
At the end" of the camp season,
Citadel and Clemson held their annual platoon competitive drill. The
excellent drill displayed by both
platoons would have done credit to
the best regular army organizations, and while Clemson won, it
was by a very narrow margin.
Religious services were held each
Sunday morning in the College
Chapel, and all the cadets who
spent Sunday in camp were required
to attend.
The ministers of the
Clemson
community
voluntarily
conducted, these services.
At the close of camp, diplomas
and commissions were presented by
the various colleges, and Dr. H. N.
Snyder of Wofford College addressed the members of the camp in
ehanel on the value of R. O. T. C.
in colleges.
Colonel R. John West, Commandant of Clemson College, was commanding officer of the camp.
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LIBRARY SHOWS
STEADY GROWTH
Cataloging of Department Libraries Being Undertaken

W. H. WASHINGTON

OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
IS M SESSION
The annual Opportunity School,
under the Direction of Miss Wil Lou
Gray, Supervisor of Adult Education
in South Carolina, opened a four
weeks session at Clemson Monday
July 24. Over a hundred boys and
girls from all over the state were
enrolled for the courses that will
be offered..
The Opportunity School has been
conducted at Clemson for the last
three summers. The school is for
any adult who finds it possible to
attend.
The courses range from
elementary to regular high school
work.
Miss Gray deserves a great deal
of credit for the success she has had
with her summer program which
has received National recognition.
Last year the University of Chicago
and- Columbia University sent men
to the school to study the program
and measure the results obtained.
Both universities were highly complimentary to Miss Gray's work.

CLEMSON MAN DEAN
OF GEORGIA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Jos. G. Cunningham, '08, Greenville architect, has been appointed H. P. Stuckey Also Heads Experiment Station Work
chief reviewing appraiser for the
Greenville District of the GovernH. P. Stucky, who recently took
ment Home Loan Bank System.
up his duties as dean of Georgia
Agricultural college is a native of
T. A. Bonner, '25 is working with
Sumter county, South Carolina, and
Nu-Way Rubber Co., Altooria, Pa.
is a graduate of Clemson.
Mr.
•Stucky was made dean last spring
by the Georgia state board of reMtedical Colleges or those who are gents to succed Dr. A. M. Soule,
taking advanced work at some Uni- who for a long number of years
versity. For the past two years the headed the State Agricultural col
highest honor in scholarship in the lege at Athens.
Freshman class has been won by
Mr. Stuckey will continue to serve
Anderson county boys.
also as director of the state agriOf those listed in dairying the cultural experiment station at Grifmajority are owners of the busi- fin which he has headed since 1919.
ness.
For many years he has been promThere are 11 doctors, 7 lawyers, inently identified,'with Georgia ag7 in military service and 5 car- ricultural activities and is author
penters. The forty in the miscel- of many bookg and bulletins on thelaneous group include architects, subject.
athletic coaches, bankers, chemists,
contractors,
morticians,
printers,
R. L./Lee, Jr., Clemson textile
painters.
Secretary Chamber of
Commerce, veterinarians, and Y. graduat/ of the class of 19 25, who
has be/n at Lowell, Mass., on a felM. C. A. workers.
The survey shows that Clemson lowship with the Textile Foundation
men everywhere are taking part in during the past year, will return
the civic, social and religious activ- to Olemson to resume his duties as
ities of their communities. To men- Assistant Professor of Carding and
tion a few of these activities we Spinning in September.
find a State Senator, two members
A. N. Bozeman, Clemson textile
of South Carolina Legislature, two'
mayors, Boy Scout leaders, school graduate of the class of 1931, was
trustees, Sunday School superin- recently transferred to the New
tendents, stewards, deacons, and York office of the Dunean Mills.
elders.
Clemson is proud of; the
Cheeksie LaBruce, class of 31,
class of students who have come
from Anderson county.
Anc".erson now living in Georgetown, S. C. was
county should be proud 0/ her married to Miss Julia Orr of AnderClemson sons.
son last month.

CAMPUSJHATTER
The campus is far from being
deserted this summer. Most of the
faculty members are feeling the
pinch of the times and are spending
their vacation in their campus
homes.
An occasional meeting is
held under the trees in front of the
Drug Store where ample opportunity is given for each to expound accumulated, opinions.

Perhaps the most important thing
that the library has undertaken
this year is the cataloging of the
departmental libraries of the college. There are approximately five
The R. O. T. C. boys kept activity
thousand books, journals and bound
on
the campus at a high level for
volumes in these libraries.
The
Chemistry library has a system of four weekj the earlier part of the
cataloging, but there is no record summer. Since the departure of the
of hooks in the other departments. boys there has not been much to
When this task is finished it will do in a social way. The dances,
be possible to locate any book on which were held twice a week, are
the campus from the card catalog sorely missed. We hope that the
in the Main Library. These added War Department will again allow
to the volumes in the Main Library the boys of Tennessee, Georgia,.
bring the total number of volumes North and South Carolina to train at
Clemson next year. The credit for
up to 36,636.
Since for three years we have had the camp this year goes to Colonel
no appropriation for adding new R. John West who stated he was
books except a small Federal fund, going to run a gentlemen's camp
and did so. Congratulations, Colowhich must be used for technical
nel.
and scientific books on agriculture,
a Rental Collection was begun.
Members of the faculty away
Something over three hundred vol-1
from the campus include Professor
limes were added in this way. For
Martin and family; Professor Klugh
a limited time the library offered
and family; Professor Holmes and,
to accept 'books in payment for the
wife; spending tbe summer in their
privilege of reading books in the
Rental Collection. Fifty-two books respective mountain homes.
were received in exchange.
Cards have been received anThe library has received some nouncing the marriage of Miss Luvaluable gifts this year. Mrs. F. cile Anne Wyatt, of Easley, to ElT. Dargan made a donation of two wyn L. Clark, of the Engineering
hundred books from her father's Department. The couple will live
private library. He father was the at the Clemson Hotel until the home
late Professor A. S. Townes, form- they are building is completed.
erly president of Greenville Woman's College. Some of these were
The A. E. McKennas are receivbooks that he had used as a stu- ing congratulations upon the birth
dent in Germany and will form a of a daughter, Judith Lucile Kcnucleus for our collection of Ger- Kenna.
man books.
Mr. George Wrigley
of Greenville, South Carolina, gave
Likewise the Jimmy Samses are
a complete set of Transactions of receiving congratulations upon the
the American Institute of Electri- birth of a son, Jimmy Sams HI.
cal Engineers and National Electric
Light Association Proceedings. SevStudents majoring in Entomology
eral members of the faulty have and. Zoology will be interested to
given copies of books to he used for learn that a partition has been put
parallel reading. Professors F. H. in the Entomology Laboratory and
H. Calhoun, H. C. Brearley, G. H. new furniture added. This does a
Anil, W. B. Anil, W. E. Godfrey, great deal toward improving the
W. H. Mills, and Dr. E. W. Sikes usefulness and appearance of the
and others presented books or mag- laboratory.
azines. Some of these men supplied
back numbers of periodicals, thus
Professor
Franklin
Sherman,
completing our files.
Others gave Head of the Entomology and Zooltheir own current journals thus ogy Division, is away on a vacation
saving the Library the cost of sub- trip on which he will visit his son
scriptions.
Professor W. H. Mills in Michigan and visit the World's
has continued his work in the col- Fair at Chicago.
lection of Caroliniana. The following are some of the articles conProfessor Earle has just returned
tributed to the lihrary through the from the World's Fair and reports
efforts of Doctor Mills: the scrap- a fine trip. Professor Rhodes and
books of Captain W. A. Clark, giv- Doctor Milford left the first of the
en by Mrs. Fletcher Brockman, Co- week to take in the Fair.
lumbia; scrapbooks of Mr. W. G.
Hinson, copies of the Woman's
Dr. H. L. Hunter, of the ChemisMagazine, and a number of South try Department, is doing some work
Carolina Historical Society volumes at Cornell this summer in preparawere given by Mr. Willie H. Mikell tion for new courses that he is to
of James Island; the scrapbook con- teach this fall. Dr. Peter Carodetains valuable information concern- mos, of the same department, is at
ing the Civil War and the Recon- Cambridge this summer.
struction period; Miss James of
Bishopville has sent other papers
Dr. H. C. Brearley, Head of Soon the State Grange left by her ciology and Economics Department
father, W. A. James, who had al- is doing some research work at Coready given to the Library valuable lumbia University this summer.
material.
Professor G. H. Edwards, matheStatistics on the circulation of
books for the past college year show matics division has charge of ridan increase in circulation of 5,914 ing at Camp Greystone, Tuxedo, N.
over any previous year.
C.
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LETTER FROM THE
ALUMNI SECRETARY
To the Alumni, Students and
Friends of Clemson:
The meeting of our Alumni Association at the college during Commencement in June wound up the
first year with me as your secretary.
The year provided many
things for which to be thankful.
The work as secretary was most
pleasant and was made so by the
loyal support of all Clemson men
with whom I was able to make
contact.
Clemson has had a very trying
time with reduced appropriations
which has seriously curtailed the
budgets of many departments, but
those in charge of the affairs at
the college have not paid any attention to the cry of the "wolf"
at the door but have gone ahead in
a business-like way, meeting each
crisis as it arose. I feel, and, others
at the college are of the same
opinion, that despite many handicaps the institution did one of the
best years work in its history. "We
are truly grateful for this and I
am certain that I voice the sentiment of every Clemson man when
I say "well done" to those who
have had charge of affairs the past
year.
The alumni have had a part in
helping carry on the program of
college but it needs to put forth
even greater effort in helping guide
our Alma Mater during the coming
school year. There are many ways
in which the alumni of Clemson can
be of service. Write to me, your
secretary and contact man for the
college, and I will outline some
specific things that you can do to
help in the cause.
At the June meeting, the name of
our organization was changed from
Alumni Association to Alumni Corporation, working under the corporate laws of South Carolina. This
change was thought necessary in
order to put the organization on a
more businees-like basis.
Under
our charter, and carrying out the
provisions of the new constitution,
the United States has been divided
into twelve districts.
A Director
of the Corporation is elected from
each district, and three Directors
are elected at large, making a total
of fifteen Directors whose duties it
is to direct the destiny of the Corporation. The Directors elect the
officers of the Corporation from
among themselves each year. The
names of the Directors and officers
for next year appear elsewhere in
The Tiger.
The June meeting also saw the
establishment
of
The
Clemson
Foundation.
The purpose of the
Foundation is to provide a permanent endowment tfund to be
handled and administered entirely
by a Board of Trustees, elected by
the Board of Directors. The trustees elected by the Directors are
H. W. Barre, Clemson College; Al
G. Stanford, Atlanta, Ga.; Cecil
Reid, Lynchburg, Va.; A. B. Taylor, Spartan'burg; Porter Caughnianfi Columbia; and Charlie Gignilliatt, Seneca. This is an excellent
board and I appeal to all Clemson
men to give their whole-hearted
support to tliem in their efforts to
build up the Foundation.
Miss Cornelia Graham, our librarian appeared before the alumni group during its meeting and
made an appeal for books or contributions to aid the library in
maintaining its standard. This is
a worthy cause and I pass it on
so that every Clemson man may
have an opportunity to help.
Of course we are all interested
in athletics and I wish to assure
you that under the leadership of
Jess Neely athletics
at Clemson are in better shape than
they have ever been. We are extremely fortunate in having a man
likrf Coach Neely at the helm and it
behooves all of us to give him all
the aid possible in helping carry out
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HEAD COACH

JESS NEELY

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ISJOMPLETEO
The Clemson College Presbyterian
church which was destroyed by fire
last winter has been rebuilt and
stands today ready for services
when the students return in September. The new church is practically the same as was wrecked by
destructive flames and makes a very
imposing edifice on the Calhoun
road.
Too much credit cannot be given
to the Rev. S. J. L. Crouch, pastor,
for securing the new building. With
money owed on the church that was
destroyed, which was also new, and
with various ones advising against
a campaign for funds to begin
another building in times of depression, Mr. Crouch was not daunted in the least.
He had a special meeting of the
South Carolina Synod called and secured some money from it.
He
went through all the channels to
secure money from the R. F. C. for
labor.
He solicited contributions
from friends wherever he met them
and was gracious toward any sum
they could give.
Insurance from
the wrecked church helped to pay
for new material. The church
today is new and better in every
way than the one ruined by fire.
the program he has in mind for
Clemson.
Coach Neely has surrounded himself with able assistance in Frank Howard, Joe Davis
and Bob Jones. Capt. Pete Heffner
aix> assisted him last year.
Howevpr,
sifccessful
athletic
teams cannot be the product of the
coaching staff alone. The support
of the alumni and of the faculty
has been of great help.
I urge
you to continue to support Coach
Neely, and invite you to visit the
campus during the week to watch
practice and to make his acquaintance.
A word to the old students who
are returning this year. Come back
determined to do the best years
work you have ever done. Enter
into the spirit of cooperation in all
things pertaining to the college,
the student life, and other activities carried on during the school
year.
Bring a "Rat" back with
you.
To the new boys who are contemplating being with us this year
I extend a hearty welcome and commend you to what Clemson has to
offer in fitting you for life's work.
Clemson offers educational opportunities equal to any school in the
South, and it is for you to apply
yourself.
Make your stay here
pleasant and worthwhile.
Thanking you for past favors and
appealing for your continued loyalty
and support, I am
Yours very truly,
J. H. Woodward, Secretary
Clemson Alumni Corporation.

VARSJfTY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 23—P. C. at Clemson
Sept. 30—Ga. Tech at Atlanta
Oct. 7—N. C. State at Clemson
Oct. 13—Geo. Washington at Washington, D. C.
Oct. 19—So. Car. at Columbia
Oct. 28—Ole Miss, at Meridian
Nov. 4—Wake Forest at Charlotte
Nov. 11—Wofford at Spartanburg
Nov. 18—Mercer at Savannah
Nov. 25—The Citadel at Clemson
Nov. 30—Furman at Greenville.
VARSITY BASKETBALL
Jan. 3—North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, North Carolina
Jan. 4—Duke at Durham
Jan. 5—N. C. State at Raleigh
Jan. 9—Tennessee at Knoxville
Jan. 10—Vanderbilt at Nashville
Jan. 17—Georgia Tech. at Atlanta
Feb. 6—Georgia at Clemson
Feb. 9—Florida at Clemson
Feb. 13—Georgia at Athens
Games with South Carolina, Furman, Wofford, and other South Carolina Colleges will be scheduled
lated.
BOXING
Jan. 13—Duke at Durham
Georgia at Athens (date pending)
Georgia at Clemson (date pending)
P. C. at Clemson (date pending)
Feb. 3—S. C. at Columbia
Other boxing matches pe»ding.
TRACK
March 31—Georgia at Athens
April 7—Georgia at Clemson
April 14—P. C. at Clemson
April 21—S. C. at Columbia
April 28—Furman at Clemson
May 4 and 5—State Meet at Clinton
May 18 and 19—Southern Conference Meet at Dirrham.
BASEBALL
March 30—Duke at Clemson
March 31—Duke at Clemson
April 7—N. C. State at Clemson
The regular Palmetto College
League will have a schedule of sixteen or twenty games to be played
with South Carolina college teams.

TEXTILE GRADUATES IN
RESPONSIBLEPOSITIONS
Practically All Are in Textile
Industry
Practically 75 per cent of all of
the men who have taken work at
the Clemson Textile Department
since it was established in 189 8
are in some phase of the textile
industry. Most of those who entered the textile industry have, after
a reasonable time, made satisfactory progress.
The following Clemson textile
men are among those holding responsible positions in the industry:
J. M. Heldman, in charge of dyeing, Erwin Cotton Mills, West Durham, N. C; Fred L. Still, superintendent of Victor-Monaghan Plant,
Greer, S. C; A. J. Dennis, superintendent, Bibb Mfg. Co., Macon,
Ga.; Harold Turner, superintendent, Dunean 'Mill, Greenville; J.
J. Lyons, assistant superintendent,
Orr Cotton Mill, Anderson; J. T.
Crawford, general superintendent,
Aragon-Baldwin Mills, Chester; S.
W. Rabb, general superintendent,
Erlanger Cotton Mill, Lexington, N.
C; Lyman Hamrick. superintendent
of Hamrick Mills, Gaffney; M. T.
Johnson, in charge of dyeing, Callaway Mills, LaGrange, Ga.; C. W.
McSwain, general manager, Pendleton Mfg. Co., LaFrance; R. Jackson,
general manager, National
Weaving Co., Lowell, N. C; A. H.
Cottingham, superintendent, VictorMonaghan Co., Greenville; G C.
Imes, assistant manager, Highland
Mills, Griffin, Ga.; R. W. Swetenburg, superintendent, Gluck Mill;
Anderson; J. D. Jones, superintendent, Union-Buffalo Mill, Union;
J. F. Blackmon, general manager,
Pelzer Mfg. Co., Pelzer; W. J. Hunter, textile specialist, Springs Mills,
New York City; C. D. Green, superintendent, Mills Mill, Woodruff;
David Spencer, manager, BarberColeman Co., Greenville.

RETIRING HEAD

TEACHER-TRAINING
PROGRAM PART OF
CLEMSOJ^S ACTIVITY

One phase of work carried on by
Clemson College that is not generally known by the people of South
Carolina is the itinerant-teacher
training program that is carried on
for
agricultural
and
industrial
teachers out in the state.
This
training program is carried to the
very doors of the teachers where
their specific problems are discussed
in order that each teacher may be
of maximum efficiency to his particular community.
Itinerant teach-training
means
the improvement of teachers in service. Intsructors from the college
call meetings of the teachers in
DR. R. N. BRACKETT
various localities or centers and put
Dr. Richard Newman Brackett ! on an intensive training program
is fond of saying that he was here for one day or longer.
as a fertilizer chemist before the
In the Agricultural Education
college started.
After more than work the state has been divided inforty years of service he retires as ! to several districts in which there
Chief Chemist and Director of the I are from eight to fifteen agriculChemistry Department and becomes | tural teachers.
Instructors from
librarian of the Chemical Library the Agricultural Education Departwhich he has collected during these ment leave Clemson on BMday afyears.
He will continue to give ternoon for the various centers
courses in the History of Chemistry where meetings are to be held and
and Selected Topics. He is loved carry to the teacher in the field
and revered by the thousands who new subject matter, methods of
have known him and who affection- teaching and procedures to follow
ately call him "Dickie".
in the communities represented by
the assembled teachers.
These
metings are usually held Friday
night and all day Saturday.
Besides the itinerant teachertraining work the Agricultural Education Department prints a bulletin once a month containing subA nuni'ber of the graduates pro- ject matter to toe used in teaching
bably have positions by this time or and the result of experiments by
This
will have by September. The out- the Experimental Station.
look for employment has much im- bulletin goes to over 5000 high
proved in the last month or so. school boys taking agriculture, to
The ■ Increased activity of the in- every agriculture teacher in the
Requests for this bulletin
dustrial world will probably create state.
a demand for trained technical men. are received from every state in the
Some work is being done in the Union so that it really has national
One large A. & M.
mechanical
laboratory—adding to circulation.
some equipment and making some College uses it as a textbook.
The program in Industrial Eduadditions which will improve the
facilities for that work during next cation is of the same nature. Various centers are set up and the insession.
Some changes are also being dustrial teachers are called in to it.
made at the Foundry which will Specific problems are discussed with
help in that work. Some work also them so that increased efficiency
is being done in the Machine Shop may be secured in the teaching job
which will improve our facilities Evening class teachers in particular
there.
are asked to participate in the
Professor B. E. Fernow is assist- training program. Subject matter,
ing in a boys' camp in the northern procedure, methods of teaching are
taken up in conference.
part of New York State.
Summer conferences are also held
Professor D. H. Shenk is visiting
with agricultural and industrial
his home in Indiana.
Professor D. D. Curtis, professor teachers each year in which more
of Mechanics and Hydraulics, is intensive training is given. These
making a short visit to his home in conferences usually last a week and
Iowa.
are thorough in every respect. OutThe
Sophomore
Engineering lines for the school year are made
Camp at Camp Clark closed recent- out for each community and other
after a very successful period. The pertinent facts given.
character of the work done there is
Verily, the Clemson campus exexcellent and the camp life means tends over the entire state.
The
much to the students in Civil Engi- teacher-training program has raised
neering.
On the last day of the the level of the agricultural and
camp the South Carolina Society of industrial teaching to a standard
Engineers, of which Dr. S. B. Earle pobably not approached by any
is president, and Prof. E. H. Shuler, other state in the South.
secretary and treasurer, had their
meeting.
The meeting was very
J. Mitchell Jenkins, class of '05,
well attended and seemed, to be is associate agronomist with the
much enjoyed by everyone.
U. S, D A. and is in charge of the
The Engineering Department has Rice Experiment Station at Crowsuffered a tremendous loss in the ley, La.
recent death of Mr. J. M. Johnson
wrho had had charge of the Forge
B. W. Freeland, class of '25, is in
and Foundry since 1920. Mr. Johnthe rice business at Crowley, Louisson had been very successful with iana.
his work and will be greatly missed
by the Engineering staff and many
of his students. His position will
probably not be filled for the pre- applications, transmission and dissent but the work carried on by tribution, and power station equipother members of the department if ment.
The laboratories have imregistration is not too large.
proved materially through the acDr. S. B. Earle has just returned quisition of much new equipment
from an assembly of the Rotary in the way of machines, instruments,
Club of the 58th District at Frank- control apparatus and facilities for
lin, N. C. Dr. Earle is president expediting
laboratory experiments.
of the Anderson Rotary Club.
Special attention has been give" to
In
Electrical
Engineering, to electric control apparatus thus keepthe basic courses have been added ing in line with the modern trends
courses in vacuum tubes and their of electrical engineering.

NEWS FROM THE
ENGINEERING DEPT.
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ALUMNI NEWS OF INTEREST
Mule Littlejohn, class of 1916, is
on the campus thin week looking as
strong and hearty as he did when
he was making h£e miserable for
opposing tacklers on the gridiron.
Mule is located in Cincinnati where
he is engaged in the fertilizer business.

v-st

f

J. E. Webb of the class of 1932
in Entomology is at Florence, South
Carolina, this summer where he is
conducting entomological field work
on certain insect pests of corn for
the South Carolina Experiment Station.
F. B. Whittington, graduate in
Entomology in the class of 19 31,
dropped in at the office of the Entomology Division in June on his
way home from Ohio State University.
Mir. Whittington is well
along toward his Doctorate.

received his M. S. degree from
Mr. T. P. McKellar, 1313 Mary Louisiana State University and will
Street, Evansville, Ind., is employ- be a Lab. assistant there during
ed in the Butter Department of the the coming session.
large Swift and Company Creamery at this place.
E. W. Bigger, who graduated this
year, is working at the Sandhill ExD. S. Blackwell is in charge of periment Station at Pontiac, S. C.
the Blue Bird nurseries at Easley. while O. B. Garrison and C. F.
Simpson are working with the HortS. C.
icultural Department at Ciemson.
W. C. Barnes, class of '30 is at
Cornell University working on his
Ph.D. degree in Vegetable Crops.
N. B. Hoffman is also at Cornell
taking advanced work with fruits.
J. Mitchell Jenkins, Jr., class of
1929. is with the Horticultural Department at Ciemson, but is to foe
located at the Coastal Truck Station near Charleston in the future.

FIVE

GEORGIA HONORS
CLEMSON MAN
M. E. Cox Appointed Highway
Engineer

F. W. Shore '27, has been elected
superintendent and teacher of Vocational agriculture of the Ooakway
(Oconee county) High School. Mr.
Shore has been teacher of vocational agriculture at Ruby for the past
six years.

Mir. G. N. Frey, 1511 Hayes
Street, Nashville, Tenn., is work'ng
in the Ice Cream Department of
Swift and Company's dairy products plant at Nashville. He started to work under the direction cf
Joe Hawkins and. Dwight Cain,
Jimmie Cochran, a Ciemson gradclass of 1929 are in the landscaping
uate in Dairying of lha l-)30 class,
business in Spartanburg, South Carwho is in charge of this department.
olina.
P. R. Gibson, another '29
graduate, is also doing landscape
Mr. W. K. Jordan, care of Regardening, in Chester.
phan Sanitary Dairy, Charleston,
S. C, is working in the Milk and
Ioe Cream Department of this mo-! s- D- Watscm> class of '32> has
dern plant.
He is rooming with 'a fellowship at Ohio State and is
R. H. McGee and T. H. Flagg of the working on his advanced degree
1931 class, both of whom are em- there.
ployed in the Coburg Dairy Plant
Fred Duffy, class of '29, is with
in Charleston.
the inspection service in Arizona,
while Jimmie Cochran of the same
Mr. L. A. Livingston, 947, Reyclass is connected with a manunolds Street, Augusta, Georgia, is
facturing company at Ware Shoals,
working in the Ice Cream DepartSouth Carolina.
ment
of
the
Georgia-Carolina
Creameries.
Fred Cochran, class of '32, has

Dr. Lesesne Smith is conducting
a Pediatric seminar at his hospital
at Saluda, N. C. Dr. Smith says,
"We have here the best doctors in
the South, and there are as good
in the South as anywhere in the
United States, and there are as good
in the United States as in the
World", which means that this
Ciemson man is proud of the medical educational work being done
at his seminar.

PRESIDENT

Mr. W .H. Padgett has been employed as one of the supervisors
of A. R. Testing in South Carolina.
His address will be either Jacksonboro, S. C, or Ciemson College,
S. C, care the Dairy Department.

W. D. Hutchins, class of 1916, is
a visitor to the campus this week.
Hutch is our efficient and genial
secretary of the Savannah chapter.
His main business is talking and
working for Ciemson. His side line
from which he makes a living is
Members of the 1933 graduating
with the Department of Chemistry
with the Southern Cotton Oil Co. class who majored in Agricultural
Hutch is vice-president of the Na- Education are teaching agriculture
tional Oil Chemists and will he Pres- in the following places:
W. E. Wood, Cross Anchor, S. C.
ident next year. 'At a boy, Hutch,
J. C. Lynn, Madison, S. C.
keep going.
P. G. Chastain, Steadman, S. CW.
G. Entrekin, Wagener, S. C.
Boone Proctor, class of '3 3, is now
Marvin L. Bobb of the class of
located in Winnsboro, S. C. He was
■married to Miss Evelyn Shaw of 1933 is now in the employ of the
Entomological Section of the VirAnderson, S. C. on last Sunday.
ginia Agricultural Experiment StaH. M. Woodward, class of 1911, is tion at Blacks'burg, Virginia. Mr.
now located in Birmingham, Ala., Bobb reports that he is having very
where he holds a responsible posi- valuable experience in all lines of
tion with the Southern Bell Tele- entomological work, among other
phone Co. He was married June 30 tninSs nas Siven some radio talks
to Miss Mary Hubbard of Birming-1He is registered for graduate work
Harry and his bride paid a at the Virginia Polytechnic Insti
ham
visit to the campus while on his tutehoneymoon.
Ernest E. Padgett of the class of
Frank Simpson, class of 33, was 1931 in Entomology is now in the
married in Greenville last Sunday. Hospital Corps of the U. S. Navy
and is located at the Naval TrainJule Shanklin, class of '24, is a ing Station at Norfolk, Virginia.
visitor on the campus. He has with
him his wife and. little daughter.
S. B. Rochester of the class of
Jule is with the U. S. Department
1932
is employed this summer in
of Agriculture with headquarters
at Raleigh, N. C. Another Ciemson the Entomology section of the South
Carolina Experiment Station at
man making Good.
Ciemson College.
The six graduates in Dairying
this year have all secured, employment in their chosen line of work.
Both the men themselves and the
Dairy Department feel that they
have been unusually fortunate to
establish themselves so quickly under the existing conditions of employment throughout the country at
the present time.
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DR. E. W. SIKES

M. E. Cox, a native of Laurens,
South Carolina, for six years construction engineer of the state high
way department of Georgia, was
recently appointed state highway
engineer by Governor Talmadge.
Major Cox is a mechanical engineering graduate of Ciemson College, where he played center on the
Tiger football squads of 1914 and
1915. He served two years overseas as captain in the First Engineers and was awarded the Croix
de Guerre, besides receiving two citations for bravery on the Soissons
front. He holds the rank of major
in the reserve corps.
Major Cox took special training
in engineering at Cornell university
and later received the master of
science degree from Texas A. & M.
college, where he taught engineering for several years prior to coming to Georgia. His parents now
reside in Greenville, S. C.
■"

SHOULD I GO TO COLLEGE?
1. Am I financially able?
It cost snioney to go to college.
Board, room, and laundry cost.
Books and. clothes call for money.
Even where free tuition and othei
help is given money is necessary.
Find out the total cost for the year,
estimate your finances, and make
your decision.
2. Am I prepared?
A smattering -high school course
does not fit for college. There £/.e
those in high school who slip thru
by "the skin of their teeth". Such
are not prepared to master or even
profit by the subjects taught in a
college. Four years of indolence in
a high school will disqualify for
college. The successful mastery of
the high school is good evidence
that you are prepared to continue
your work in college.
3. Do I want to continue niy
studies?
Many a young man has grown so
tired of school that he despises the
thought of it and books have become repulsive to him. His interests lie in other directions.
He
would rather work at some task
than to study books. He may be
neither physically nor mentally lazy;
he simply does not desire to study
books any more. Such a boy has
no place in a college. On the other
hand if the high school has created
within him a longing desire to go
further, if his appetite has become
whetted, then he should be going to
college.

teen, and twenty years from now.
Every man educates himself. Attendance at a college only means
exposure to an education; self-application is the only means. "There
is no royal road to learning". The
rich and the poor must clamber
over the same rocky road.
The
boy willing to make the effort is
good college material.
6.

TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
ADDSJQUIPMENT

Does Ciemson Agricultural
and Engineering College furThe Ciemson Textile Department
nisli the courses I want?
has made many additions to its
A boy who has completed a high equipment during the past years.
school course is old enough and has One of the most recent acquisitions
'been in school long enough to form is a Sauer High Speed loom which
some opinion as to his talents and was secured through the cooperainclination. He is at the age when tion of Saentis, Inc., Union City,
his judgment should in a broad way N. J. This loom, which makes some
guide him in his selection of a vo- -700 picks per minute, is used for
cation. He should decide what he making narrow ribbons and Christwants to do and not fall into the mas tinsel. The cam mechanism of
snare of preparation for nothing in this loom will prove of considerable
particular. He may change later; interest to the textile students.
as the horizon widens ha may
The oil spraying of cotton is respecialize more. At least for a few ceiving much attention by manuyears he will have had the ad- Sacturers.
Complete oil spraying
vantage of concentration in his equipment of the latest design has
studies after years of sacttering. recently been installed at Ciemson
There are just four fields in which for instruction purposes.
By the
Ciemson majors.
These are sub- addition of a small amount of oil
divided but in the beginning one in the opening and picking process,
has to select only the major fields the running quality of the cotton
of Agriculture, Engineering, Tex- is improved, and the amount of
tiles, and Chemistry.
All other dust and, fly given off during procourses are based on the sciences. cessing is reduced, thereby improvThey all lead to those vocations ing working conditions for the opwhich make our modern economic erators.
civilization. If these vocations apAmple lighting reduces fatigue of
peal
to
you,
then
you
should
serthe
mill operatives. Manufacturers
4. Can I faithfully perform regiously consider studying at Clem- are giving more attention to modern
ular daily routine?
lighting. The Ciemson Textile DeFormal education-schools must osn College.
partment has recently installed two
have regular tasks performed daily.
7. \vould a one year course of the leading systems of lighting
There are bright young men who
help me?
for demonstration and educational
simply can not do this. They will
Not every boy can see his way purposes, these two systems being
become educated but they will not
ciear tor a four year course. Fithe mercury vapor lamps and the
do it in a formal way. There are
nances, talent, interest, and other glassteel diffusers.
good, men who can not stick to the
tmngs may interfere.
Not oneIn the manufacture of cotton into
task long enough to accomplish any
third of the students who enter yarns the drawing out of the cotthing. The sport news from colcollege remain to graduate. Some ton fibers on spinning is called
leges misrepresents and does not
ought to stay only one or two drafting. Formerly this amount of
give the serious side of college life.
years. They receive a benefit which draft was approximately 10, that
Many a prospective student deludes
is helpful to them through life and is, one inch of roving fed was drawn
himself into thinking that it is
enables them to make a more into 10 inches of yarn. During the
all play.
Too late he finds out
worth-while contribution to their past few years long draft spinning,
such pictures are a delusion and a
country. Many of the outstanding in which one inch of roving is
snare. There is a place in college
men
of every college never graduated drawn into from 15 to 18 inches
for a boy who has sufficient selfbut
they
carried from the college of yarn, has come into wider use
mastery to buckle down to^ daily
methods
and
attitudes of mind in cotton manufacturing. Recently
tasks whether he likes to or not,
to turn away from the primrose which, helped them. On the other the Ciemson Textile Department has
path of dalliance and walk the hand many who come for one year completed the installation of the
have their eyes opened to bigger three main makes of long draft
stony road of daily application.
things and find a way by which spinning equipment for the use of
5. Am I willing to make the
they can remain until graduation. its students.
effort?
The Weaving and Designing DiTwelve thousand and seven hundred
The righ boy and the poor boy
students nave matriculated at Ciem- vision has added during the year
both have handicaps. The one has
son; only three thousand five hun- many samples of the most recent
to scrimp and save to find the
dred and eighteen have graduated. and popular fabrics. These fabrics
means, his family has to join with
Many of those who have graduated are used by the students in studyhim and deprive themselves; the
intended at the time of entrance to ing weaving and designing and cloth
other has to give up social pleasstay only for a, year or more; the construction, and have added conures, break away from a loafing
larger crowd who never graduated siderable interest to these courses.
crowd, and resist the temptation
The Textile Chemistry and Dyehave
benefitted themselves and
to have a good, time such as his
South Carolina. This group has been ing Division of the Ciemson Textile
wealth can furnish him. Both these
a large stream pouring into the life Department through the cooperation
young men must have strength of
of every county in the state and en- of the R. & H. Chemical Departcharacter to overcome these handiriching thereby. So the college wel- ment of the E. I. du Pont de Necaps. There is danger that both
comes the boy who can see only one mours Company has installed the
may fail to take the "long view";
necessary equipment for peroxide
year
before him.
both may fail to consider the quesE. W. SIKES, President. bleaching.
tion of what they will be ten, fif-
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EXTENSION RENDERS I VETERAN INDUSNOTABLE SERVICE!
TRIAL TEACHER
What is the Extension Service of
Clemson College, and what does it
do? So many people ask this question and uo not receive a ready and
accurate reply that it is important
tor all Clemsonites to have a definite conception and accurate information to pass on to others when
occasion arises.
The Extension Service is one of
three phases of the agricultural
work done by Clemson College in
the public interest.
The first of
these is the agricultural research
work done by the South Carolina
Experiment Station (a unit of Clemson College) in searching out new
facts as a basis for scientific farming. The second is the teaching of
agricultural sciences to students
taking the agricultural courses of
Clemson College.
The third, the Extension Service,
carries the results of agricultural
research and successful farm experiences directly to the farms and
farm homes through county farm
and home agents and specialists to
enable country people to keep
abreast of the times.
Extension work aims at stimulating interest in such results, and at
spreading among farm people useful
and practical information by means
of demonstrations and otherwise
that will enable them to carry on
their business more successfully.
This aid is aimed at the farm and
the farm home and. deals with mar.
keting and the business side 01
farming as well as with production
problems.
Extension work is a special type
of education adapted to the needs
of people engaged in farming. It
is largely education through service. While no very accurate estimation ■ - :he money value of extension work is possible, we do
Know that farming in this state
is being improved in many ways as
promoted by the Extension Service
and as demonstrated through the
thousands of acres of crops and
head of livestock mentioned above.
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LIST OF DIRECTORS AND
OFFICERS OF CLEMSON
ALUMNI CORPORATION
I_H. H. Willis, Clemson College, S. C.
Zone 2—R. N. Erwin, Laurens, S.C.
Zone 3—B. J. Truesdale, Kershaw,
S. C.
4—w. A. Burdette, GreenZone
wood, S. C.
Zone 5—Dr. Geo. Truluck, Orangeburg, S. C.
Zone 6—Dr. T. H. Tuten, Fairfax,
S. C.
Zone 7—T. W. Thornhill, Charleston, S. C.
Zone 8—T. B. Young, Florence, S. C.
Zone 9—Dr. R. N. Fike, care Grady
Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.
Zone 10—Edgar Morris, 5242 Colorado Ave., N. W., Washington,
D. C.
Zone 11—J. D. Graham, West Point,
Miss.
Zone 12—Fritz Furtick, Salina,
Kan.
Directors at large:
James Lynah, Columbia Hotel, Columbia, S. C.
W. D. Barnett, Columbia, S. C.
David Jennings, 21 Sagamore Road,
Bronxville, N. Y.
Officers for Coining Year
James Lynah, Columbia, President
W. D. Barnett, Columbia, 1st vicepresident
R. N. Erwin, Laurens, 2nd vicepresident
J. H. Woodward, Clemson, Secretary
and Treasurer.
S. W. Evans, Clemson College,
Treasurer.
Zone

Several Clemson men are living
in Louisiana.
Among them are
Julian C. Miller, head of the Department of Horticulture, L. S. U.,
Baton Rouge, and F .D. Cochran,
also with the same department.

PRESIDENT'S LETTER PROGRAM, LOCAL
CLEMSON CLUB
TO ALUMNI, FRIENDS

September 19
To Clemson Men:
First stated meeting of the ClemMany who receive this paper are
son Club.
This meeting will be
interested in sending young men to
held at Walhalla, and will be in.
t^eir Alma Mater. It is well and
charge of the boys in the Mountain
proper that they should.
I have
Metropolis. All Clemson Club membeen requested to write you men on
bers of Oconee and Pickens counties.
the subject of who should go to
are asked to be present.
Clemson.
September 23
1. In the first place Clemson is
P. C.-Clemson football game on
no place for a chronic sissy.
If
the campus.
Come see the boys.
a boy is less than one hundred per
start the football season.
cent potential man he has no place
September 30
here.
football
Georgia Tech-Clemson
2. Clemson is no place for the
game in Atlanta. Alumni, meet us.
sluggard—mental, spiritual, or phyin Atlanta and. support the Tigers,
sical. Our records show that lack
in their battle with the Golden Torof mental effort is responsible for
nado.
many failures
Spiritual sluggishOctober 7
ness relieves a man of his moral
C £ i/O^/zv^
N. C. State-Clemson football game
stamina and back bone. The physion the campus. The North Carocallv lazy may be sick. They should
linians must be taken into camp.
consult, a doctor.
Alumni support will aid in doing so.
3. The boy who made a mediOctober 12
ocre high school record seldom
On to Washington for the Clemtransforms the day he enters colson-George Washington University
lege
Therefore, we do not advise
football game.
The Washington
The Y building is a modern up- a boy who stood at the bottom of boys are planning big things for
to-date four-story brick building. his high school class to come to Clemson
alumni
attending
thisIn it are housed, a spacious lobby, college unless the cause for his game. Two or three alumni carspoor
record
was
removable
and
has
a reading room club rooms, game
will be attached to the student speA college course
rooms including pool, ping pong, been removed.
cial. Jake Woodward is Chairman
checkers, and bowling alleys; a based upon the sciences is a chal- of the On-to-Washington Commitswimming pool with tile floors, run- lenge for the most capable.
tee. Write him about making the
4. The dishonest boy cannot be
ways and walls, dressing rooms for
trip.
ladies and men, lockers for faculty a desirable student. No matter how
October 19
and students; a gym equipped for bright he is, his outlook is not for
Clemson-Carolina football game
noble
achievement.
Dishonest
schemplaying handball, volleyball, basin Columbia.
It is time for the
ketball, and indoor baseball; an ers and moral cowards have no Tigers to pluck the Gamecock. Sure,
auditorium where motion pictures ylace in college.
Now I have said who should not we'll meet you there.
are shown—■ some pictures being
October 31
shown concurrently with Anderson, go to college. I will take the posiHalloween Day. Indoor Carnival
Greenville, Columbia, and Atlanta; tive side of the question. I believe and County Fair will be held at
religious programs and reels depict- that these are the ones who should the Y. This will be for Clemson
ing life in many countries are go: The able, willing, honest young Club members, their wives, and
s
shown free for members of the Y men who hunger and thir t for in- friends. An old time square dance
Practically 100 per cent of the and other friends from neighboring tellectual growth, moral improvewill end this night of pleasure.
Clemson textile graduates since towns and communities.
ment, and physical development not
November 4t
1928 have gone into the textile inFreshman company councils are for purely selfish reasons but that
Clemson-Wake
Forest
football
dustry. During the last four years, organized by upperclassmen under they may contribute to the happi1930-1933, inclusive, 109 Clemson the a\ srjices of the t. and through ness of others as well as themselves. game in Charlotte. It is not very
men have received their degrees in this medium freshmen have an op- The more complex our civilization far to ride and the Tigers will need
textiles.
These men specialized portunity to evidence traits of lead- the more each will need the best you. Let's go.
November 11
either in textile engineering, weav- ership and organization.
Faculty of "all and all of the best of each.
Armistice
Day. Clemson-Wofford
ing and designing, industrial eduSuch young men are welcome at
members are invited into these
football
game
in Spartanburg.
It
cation, or textile chemistry and dye- groups to talk on matters of in- Clemson College.
is
a
holiday
so
we
can
all
be
there.
E. W. SIKE3, President.
ing, Of these 109 graduates, 105 terest to them and the students.
November 25
were placed in the textile industry.
Y Sponsors Athletic Program
'Second stated meeting of the ClemDuring this same period some 15
An athletic program is sponsored
son Club. This meeting will be on
students have taken special work
by the Y, including company basthe campus. Clemson-Citadel footin textiles. These men also have
ketball, volleyball, baseball, swimball game in the afternoon. Club
been placed in the textile industry.
meeting and dinner in the evening.
ming, wrestling and tennis. During
During these past four years, the
the year quite a number of stuLet every Club member be present.
Clemson Textile Departemnt has
November 30
dents are taught to swim and others
bad some 70 additional calls for
At the recent meeting of the
Thanksgiving Day. Clemson-Furare given life saving tests for the
its graduates. The following is a
American Red Cross under the aus- State Board of Architectural Ex- man football game in Greenville.
list of the 1933 graduates from the
pices of the Clemson Y. There are aminers of South Carolina held Not an alumnus can afford to be
Clemson Textile Department and
Columbia,
Professor
Ru- absent.
twelve examiners at Clemson, more in
their places of present employment.
December 19
than fifty members of the Red Cross dolph E. Lee, head of the architecTextile Engineering: W. A. BurSocial meeting of the Clemson
Life Saving Corps, and more than tural department at Clemson Colgess, Pacific Mills, Lyman; R. J.
lege was elected chairman to suc- Club at the Y. There will be sometwenty passed the junior tests.
Clarkson, A. R. Hamilton, F. L.
ceed Mr. Chas. C. Wilson, architect thing for everyone to do. Auction
Harley, F. H. Martin, W. H. Spenand contract bridge, pool, swimof Columbia, deceased.
cer and J. V. Walters, Lancaster TRUCK STATION OPENED
The Board of Architectural Ex- ming, bowling, smoking, dancing.
Cotton Mills, Lancaster; M. R.
February 6
Research work with truck crops aminers has charge of the regulaCranford, Er'langer Mill, Lexington,
tion of architectural practice in the
Third stated meeting of the Clemis
being
started
at
the
Coastal
N. C; H. L. Rogers, Belton; E. M.
state, and no one is permitted to son Club. This meeting to be in
Stover, Goodyear Clearwater Mills, Truck Station near Charleston for
Besides practice architecture without ap- Pickens and will be in charge of
Rockmart, Ga.; C. D. Nalley plans the first time this fall.
pearing before the Board and meet- the boys in and around Pickens.
to go to work at the Lancaster Cot- fertilizer tests with the more iming the requirements of the state Every Club member is urged to be
portant
vegetable
crops
of
the
secton Mills, Lancaster.
present.
Weaving and Designing: R. C. tion investigations will be carried laws.
April 3
It
is
a
distinct
honor
to
be
named
Edwards and H. W. Tomlinson, on in an effort to determine variechairman of this Board and Mr.
Alumni Day.
The purpose of
ties
best
adapted
to
the
Charleston
Dunean Mill, Greenville.
Lee is to be congratulated.
Alumni Day is to get Clemson men
area.
Textile Industrial Education: C.
back on the campus and to impress
F. Burns, Mollohon Manufacturing
upon the student body the necessity
ATTENTION!!
Co., Newberry;
T. F. Murphy,
of an alumni organization.
Winnstooro Mill, Winnsboro.
April 24
It takes only twenty men to
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing:
Fourth
stated
meeting of the
organize a local Clemson AlumE. J. Adams, Gluck Mill, Anderson;
Clemson Club. This will be a busni
Club.
Anyone
who
has
ever
W. G. As'hmore, Southern Bleachiness meeting. Officers will be electmatriculated at Clemson is eliery, Taylors; J. M. Balletine, Ware
ed
and other business matters will
Over
three
hundred
4-H
Club
gible for membership. Get the
Shoals Manufacturing Co., Ware
be discussed and passed on.
Boys
have
just
completed
a
special
men
together
in
your
communiShoals; A. G. Fisher, Union Bleachcourse at Clemson under the directy and form a. Club. You will
ery, Greenville; J. T. Herbert, G.
W. H. Trammell who graduated
tion of Dan Lewis and Theo Vaughn
enjoy the work; it will mean
E. Fogle, and G. E. McGrew, Hartsin
Mechanical Engineering in June
cf
the
Extension
Service.
This
parmuch to your school.
Clubs
ville Print and Dye Works, Harts1933
is now with the Southern Pubticular
group
of
club
boys
was
a
are
being
organized
all
over
ville; M. L. Huckabee, American
select one, chosen for outstanding lic Utilities Co., Spartanburg, South
the world—from Shanghai to
Finishing Co. Memphis, Tenn.; D.
work of a special nature and every Carolina.
London and Vienna; from AlasH. Kennemur, Pacific Mills, Lyman;
part of the state was represented.
ka
to
the
Lands
of
those
P. M. Parrott, Judson Mill, GreenLeo L. Walker of Orangeburg,
It is expected that several other
Down
Under.
(The
Sun
never
ville; W. B. Thomson, Neisler Mills
S.
C. is working at Camp Jackson.
groups
of
Clu';
boys
will
have
meetsets on Clemson men).
Inc., Kings Mountain, N. C. H. W.
ing
at
Clemsoa
during
the
summer.
For
assistance
in
organizing
Hollingeworth has a fellowship at
There are over 16,000 South Caro.D D. Sherrill who graduated in
write:
the Louisiana State University, and
lina farm boys and girls in 4-H Mechanical Engineering in June
Secretary Clemson College
C. R. Phillips plans to continue his
clubs and most of them attend at 193 3 is with a firm in Chattanooga,
Alumni Corporation
studies in chemistry at an Eastern
least one camp during the summer. ^ Tenn.
Clemson
College,
S.
C.
university.

Back in the fall of 19 25 a number of South Carolina high schools
added the study of textiles to their
curriculum. One of the graduates
in Textile Industrial Education from
Clemson that year was H. B.
"E|:ck" Flowers who started in on
his Textile work at the Olympia
Mill School September of that year.
Buck has been on the job ever
since and has earned the title of
South Carolina's premier Textile
teacher.
Buck has not only taught Textile
to high school boys who wanted to
enter the mill after completion of
their high school work but has also
taken a most, prominent part in
community activities.
Each fall
and spring of the year he conducts
textile elassns for the men of the
mill. In the summer he works in
the Olympia plant. He married a
local girl a few years ago and has
indeed become an integral part of
his community.
One may always see Buck at the
teachers' meeting each spring renewing contacts and making new
friends. He is present at every Industrial Education conference. There
is not the least bit of danger of
Buck getting stale. He just isn't
that kind. We congratulate 'him as
a Clemson man and as a friend who
has made good.

1

BUSINESS MANAGER

Y. M. G. A. SERVES
CLEMSON WELL

TEXTILE SCHOOL
SUCCESSFUL IN
PLAGJG GRABS

COLLEGE ARCHITECT
JS HONORED

4-H BOYS MEET
AT CLEMSON

"-
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LIBRARY MAKES APPEAL
(Continued from page one)
list of these and let us check to see
which ones can he of service in our
library, or let use send you a list
of books which have been requested
by faculty members which may
guide you in the selection of gifts.
Comments on this campaign and
gifts received are as follows:
"Here's wishing the project success." W. T. Brock, class of 1898,
Fayetteville, North Carolina with a
gift of SI.00.
"Am enclosing a check for $1.00
for the purpose of purchasing books
to bring the scientific shelves up to
a better present day standard."■—
Thomas B. Young, Florence, South
Carolina with a contribution of $1.
"I hope your appeal will toe a success." Fred E. Pearman, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, with a donation
of $25.00.
"Please let me know how I may
be of assistance to Clemson College." F. C. Garrick, Boston, Massachusetts, a gift of $1.00.
'Mr. Theo R. Vogel of Washington,
D. C , contributed $1.00.
"Best of luck to you in your
contact with the Alumni in this
worthy cause.'' L. P. Byars, Marion.
S. C, gift of §1.00.
"Am not a South Carolinian, but
my family in Revolutionary days
had. certain connections."
Gift of
his book, "Long life and happy"
by P. W. E. Hart, New York City.
Mrs. W. W. Harris, Clemson College, gave to the Library the book
"Story of the Panama Canal."
"During the World War I had the
pleasure of spending about (five
months in South Carolina at Port
Terminal". J. A. Tobey, New York
City gave the book, 'Tne most nearly
perfect food."
Mr. S. B. Love, Richmond, Virginia sent to the library the book,
"S. L. Morris, An Autobiography."
Mrs. S. W. Minskey, Knoxville,
Tennessee, Miss Daisy McCutcheon,
""DTrTOiV -S. C, and Mr. Pearsall L.
Rogers, Mullins, S. C, are sending
boxes of books.
Mr. W. A. Mathews, Charlotte, N.
C, Mr. E. J. Thornhill, Charleston,
S. C, Mr. J. B. Moore and Mr Ralph
R. Hartley of New York City intend
to take the matter up at their fall
meeting and substantial results are
expected.
Address all communications or
books to the librarian. Checks should
be made payable to S. W. Evans,
Treasurer.
ALUMNI FOUNDATION
(Continued from page one)
Foundation. Those desiring to do
so, however, may designate the
Foundation as beneficiary of life
insurance policies now in force or
that may be taken for the purpose.
Gifts, cash contributions, donations,
or bequests may 'be made at any
time by any one interested in furthering the aims and purposes of
the Clemson College Foundation.
The Trustees of the Foundation
are cooperating with the New York
Life Insurance Company in a campaign which will be conducted actively during the summer for the
purpose of acquainting alumni and
friends of Clemson with^he aims
and purposes of this important
movement.
The campaign was
started in Greenville on July 17,
and results already secured are
encouraging.
^^-> members of the Board of
Trustees and officers of the Foundation 4re:
Cecil L(. Reid, '0 2, President
A. G. Stanford, '14, Vice President
H. W. Barre, '05, Secretary
F. Porter Caughman, '08
Charles N. Gignilliat, '02
A. B. Taylor, '07.

The campus learns with regret
that I'rofessor Pollard lost his
mother by death last week.
He
was caled to her bedside when her
condition became serious and was
with he- when the end came.

THE TIGER
ATHLETIC OUTLOOK
(Continued from page one)
Neely's Tliiid Yeiar
Coach Neely is beginning his third
year at Clemson, and despite the
lean years he has undergone here, it
has been no fault of his, nor has
there been a word of criticism from
the alumni. He has been building
slowly, taking care to make a firm
foundation
for athletics,
which
means a sport for every student,
including football, basketball, track,
baseball, boxing, tennis and golf.
While Clemson has heen the floor
mat for southern college football
teams for several years, it has now
come a time when this situation
shall no longer prevail. The outstanding lettermen from last year's
varsity eleven are returning and
will be bolstered foy the best freshman material ever to assemble on
Clemson's football gridiron.
Although a most difficult schedule has
been arranged, and includes such
teams as Georgia Tech, University
of Georgia, Mercer, South Carolina,
Furroan, North Carolina State and
George
Washington
University,
Coach Neely faces the fall campaign
with confidence.
Football Lettermen Return
The Tiger eleven will be captained toy John Heinen |nn of George,
town, all-state guard in 1932. The
"Flying Dutchman", as he is dubbed by his teammates, is a most
capahle leader who plays the game
clean and hard. "Teddybear'' Dozier, tackle, who hails from Marion,
is alternate captain.
The assistant coaches are former
students of Coach Jess Neely with
the exception of Coach Bob Jones
who received his training under
Josh Cody, another Vanderbilt graduate. Coach Howard, played under
Neely at Alabama, and was a member of the Alabama eleven tlAt won
the national championship in 19 30
Coach Joe Davis performed at
Southwestern while Neely was head
coaei .there,
„
Basketball and Baseball
Prospects Good
During the two seasons that
Coach Neely has directed the basehall team he has won the Palmetto
title once, but was nosed out by
the veteran South Carolina nine this
past season. Next year he will he
blessed with excellent material that
will comprise five .promising pitchers, one a hrother to a member of
the Chicago American league pitching staff.
Practically all of the 1933 basketball team will return for duty
this winter. The hardwood artists
are expected to go places in the
next campaign. Clyde Pennington,
a rising sophomore, who stands
about six feet and, five inches, is
one of the most sensational centers
ever to perform on the local floor.
Coach Davis conducted a spring
practice during the months of
March and April, last, and is very
optimistic over the coming season.
Lynn Best in South
The track team as a whole was
not up to par last season, but
boasted of some of the best individual performers in the south. As
a sprinter, Gordon "Mountain Goat"
Lynn has no equal south of the
Mason-Dixon line. He placed third
in the Penn relays last spring when
only 18 inches separated him from
first place. It was his second defeat in the 100-yard dash during
his college career.
Lynn will be
a senior next year and will no
doubt leave records hehind that
college sprinters will be striving to
break in years to come.
Coach
Howard is making quite a remarkable record with the material that
he hp-s had to train.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
(Continued from page one)
Each student who enrolls in the
Agricultural Education major receives eighteen semester hours of
special training which fits him for
the job of teaching vocational agriculture in the public .-schools.
Since it is necessary for teachers of
vocational agriculture to meet with
immediate success as soon as they
are employed, it is important that
they receive intensive participation training- at Clemson.
This
participation training is conducted
in two nearby communities in which
high schools and rural
graded
schools are located.
The trainees
participate in all-flay, part-time,
and evening class instruction.
The trainees receive participation
training in their junior and senior
year. The trainees in the participation instruction teach 40 to 50 high
school hoys, 200 to 250 adult farmers, and 75 to 100 part-time students.
Every phase of the training is supervised by instructors.
The trainees in Agricultural Education distribute their time on
courses in arts and science, technical agriculture and professional
training in Agricultural Education.
It requires forty to fifty students
Who major in Agricultural Education each year in order to meet the
demand for teachers of vocational
agriculture in the public schools of
South Carolina.
■Students who enroll in Industrial Education will receive eighteen
semester hours of special training
w hich fits them for teaching industrial arts and. general shop subjects in state high schools.
Students who take Engineering Industrial Education are prepared to
teach
woodshop,
auto-mechanics,
sheet metal work, elementary electricity, and mechanical drawing.
Students in Textile Industrial Education are prepared to teach Textiles in high schools located in mill
communities.
Students majoring in either phase
of Industrial EducatiCn do practice
teaching work in two ne^by high
schools and besides that do eS^SUr,
ing class work with adults in several communities.
The growth of industrial work in
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high schools of South Carolina has
been steady and continuous and
there is a good demand for men
majoring in Industrial Education.
Other southern states have called, on
Clemson to supply them with industrial men as this is the only
state institution attempting that
kind of work in the training of
teachers.
Students finishing in Industrial
Education are prepared to become
local supervisors and head up all
the industrial work in high schools
and the evening class work that is
carried on in the community" in
which they are located.
The School of Vocational Education will also train teachers of general high school subjects, such as
Chemistry,
Mathematics,
General
Science,
Bontany
and
Physics
Special courses will be given to
train teachers in any of the fields
they desire to teach. Students majoring in General Education also
do practice teaching in nearby high
schools. All the practice work is
under the supervision of the faculty
of the School of Vocational Education.
The educational courses and subject matter courses offered in General Education will be sufficient to
meet the requirements to secure a
teacher's certificate to teach in
South Carolina high schools.
BARRE HEADS AGRICULTURE
(Continued from page 1)
nients of the cotton plant, Professor Barre again established his reputation as a scientist. It was as
a result of this piece of work that
much of the knowledge of cotton
shedding, rapidity of fruiting, and
plant efficiency developed.
This
work was also pioneering. These
two problems were attacked by Professor Barre as Botanist and Plant
Fathologist of the South Carolina
Agricultural
Experiment
Station.
They are largely responsible for his
receiving as a very young man
national recognition in scientific circles.
Since becoming director of
the South Carolina Agricultural Ex"p-^rjment Station, Professor Barre
has macLe °y far his greatest contribution^ the agriculture of the

state and nation.
It was Professor Barre who conceived the idea and who was largely responsible for the establishment
of the Boll Weevil Control Station
at Florence in cooperation with the
Federal Government, and he has
himself planned much of the work
conducted there.
He particularly
is responsible for the studies made
on the factors influencing earliness
in cotton plants and other investigations designed with the idea that
the plant itself can be made to develop a form of resistance to, or
avoidance of, weevil attack.
Another large service which Professor Barre has rendered is that
which resulted in the establishment
of the coperative work at the Sandhill Experiment Station in Richland
county. After the Board of Trustees of Clemson College, upon the
earnest recommendation of Professor Barre, had authorized the selection of a site for this sub-station
in the Sandhill section, and. after
the Richland county delegation and
the Columbia Chamber of Commerce
had so generously contributed toward locating the station at Pontiac, Professor Barre went to Washington and succeeded in having rewritten and assisted in having passed the Fulmer hill providing for
Federal cooperation and. suport.
As a professor at Clemson Col-"
lege Professor Barre taught comparatively few years before he was
made director and partially removed
from the student body. Yet he has
been responsible for many of the
agricultural graduates of that institution taking work in the graduate
scho -*3 of the leading intsitutions
)f the country.
Professor Barre has been honored
time after time by scientific societies. He has served in a number
of capacities the different agricultural organizations in the country,
including the American Association
of Land-Grant Colleges, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Botanical Society of America, the American~
Phytopathological Society, the Association of Southern Agricultural
Workers, the Cotton Production
Council, and the South Carolina
Academy of Science.

To Clemson's New Students
MARTIN'S IS THE OFFICIAL CLEMSON COLLEGE BOOK
AND SUPPLY STORE,
WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH
EVERYTHING FROM PENCILS AND NOTE PAPER TO DRAWING BOARDS AND SLIDE RULES.

TO THE OLD STUDENTS
WE STILL HAVE OUR SCALES AND A FRESH SUPPLY OF
ALL THE LATEST MAGAZINES.
AGENTS FOR CLEMSON CLASS RINGS SINGE 1926.
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS ON ALL CLASS RINGS.

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

George Sherrill of the History
Division and Henry Rankin of the'
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
English Division are spending the
summer in Washington.
Professor
OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY
Rankin is using the Congressional
Library to secure information in
the writing of his thesis for a docKMtaKi»gw«wpq>rai>a«remmmii3g^;%a^^
torate.
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Deans of New Organization

H. W. BABRE

CLEMSON WINS HONORS IN U.T.C.
The Clemson College boys at the
R. O. T. C. camp at Clemson this
summer entered one-hundred per
cent in all ef the camp activities.
Baseball
The Clemson baseball team, with
only one of the 1933 regulars on
the team, was runner up for the
championship. The team defeated
P. C. and the Citadel and lost in
the finals to N. C. State. Twelve
members of the team won silver
medals. C. C. Chavous was team
captain and pitched a very creditable game although his regular position is in the outfield.
Several
Players showed enough to make
them contestants for the regular
Clemson College baseball team during 1934 season.
Boxing
The Clemson College boxing team
won the R. O. T. C. championship
and received a very handsome cup
lor the college. Of the seven difrerent weights Clemson had entries
tail six of. the weights in the finr's,
and the Clems^i
„.;„, the
it;,T
^,ji. L—.j
DOys won
.ham™ 5nship in five of the weights.

CALHOUN

APPOINTENT OF CADET
OFFICER![ANNOUNCED

STAFF
COLONEL: Schirmer F B

LIEUTENANT-COLO'NELS
Biggers T C (Regimental Executive)
Robinson G W (Battalion Com.)
Carefully Selected Personnel
Lytle C A (Battalion Commander)
to Lead Corps for New
Schroder H J (Battalion Com.)
School Year
MAJORS
Appointniests of commissioned of- Bell J U (Battalion Executive)
ficers for the college session of Gilmer E D (Battalion Executive)
1933-34 were announced by Col. R. Wyatt C D (Battalion Executive)
John West, Cemmandant of Cadets,
en July 3, at the close of the
CAPTAINS
regular R.O.T.C. summer training
Simons T J (SI)
camp for infantry units of the
Hunter J E (S2)
Fourth Corps Area held at Clemson
Blitch M S J (S3)
College. All commissioned officers
Leverette W L (S4)
are selected from the Senior Class.
Perry W B (Chaplain)
These appointments completed the
Latimer F H (Personnel)
selection of officers and non-commissioned officers who will be in
BATTALION ADJUTANTS
charge of all cadet military activities
Fudge
W R
at Clemson during the next school
Allen R H '
year/ Appointments of the cadet
Sadler-'^ g
regimental staff officers and all noneomniisisoned officers were announ
COMPANY OFFICERS
ced in June at the close of thj*-past
CAPTAINS
session.
The noE-com£ioaed
Barnes D A (Band)
0 cers
gean s an
r
' a^
!! ch°£i>ii
T!r tromi "they^
p<^aisBarron W W
Junior and
Chipley W C
Sophomore classes, respectively.
Clayton C N
Several changes in the regimental
Collins C J (Hq. Co.)
staff organization have been instiEaton R B
tuted by Colonel West. The batEllis J R
talion commanders have been proHarvin L H
moted from Majors to the rank of
Hope J K
Lieutenant Colonel. The Majors
Hutcheson J R
will act in the capacity of execuHer F R (D&BC)
tives to the battalion commanders.
Lide T N
The Battalion Adjutants have been
Moss W D
promoted from the rank of First
Shores R B
Lieutenant to that of Captain. Two
Wells R E
additions to the staff have been
made in the Personnel Captain and
FIRST LIEUTENANTS—EXEC.
Personnel Sergeant-Major.
All R A (Band)
The regimental staff and field ofCobb W C
fiers are as follows:
Day J B
DuBose T S
Harlee, A. M. Quattlebaum, E. M.
Edwards F W
Walker and E. W. Gresham. ClemJenkins R F
son is to be congratulated on winLawrence J (D&BC)
ning the rifle competition and the
LeiMlaster G W
members of the team deserve lots
Lyles W G
of credit. It is the first time in a
Mclver E R
number of years that the championNeussner K E (Hq.Co.)
ship has been decided by firing a
Vaughan R S
shoulder to shoulder match and. that
Taylor J R
is the only logical way to decide
Traynham K E
which college has the best team.
Yarborough W G
The college received a large cup and

Murray Henly won the bantam
weight, C. P. Cowherd the featherweight, W. R. Fudge the welterweight, R, H, Allen the middleweight, and W. A. Medlin the lightweight.
Tommy Lide and Melvin
Blitch Co-Captains of the boxing
team for 1933-34 lost to Henly and
Wills respectively.
The Clemson
boxing team is the best to ever represent the college at the R. O. T. C.
camps.
Track
The Clemson track squad won the
track and field meet with 44.25
points. The University of Tennessee
was second with 30 points.
The
outstanding feature of the meet was
the duel between "Mountain Goat"
Lynn of Clemson and Chick Galloway of Georgia Tech.
Galloway
won the 100 yard dash and Lynn
won the 220 yard. dash. The Clemson team was well balanced and
was ably assisted in winning the
meet with the individual effort of
R. B. Vance who won high point
trophy with 13.5 points. Clemson
was awarded a 'beautiful trophy for
winning the meet and a total of two
silver cupe and fifteen gold and silver medals was won by the Clemson
entries.
Swimming
Clemson finished third in the
swimming meet with sixteen points.
The outstanding Clemson swimmers
and divers were Basha, Dickson,
Wilson and Allen.
Bifle Marksmanship
Clemson won the Rifle Team
competition which was fired shoulder to shoulder against teams representing University of Tennessee, N.
C. State, P. C, Davidson, The Citadel, Ga. Tech., University of Ga.,
Wofford and Ga. Military College.
The members of the Clemson
team were R. B. Rainey, H. T.

the above named individuals received small cups.
Platoon DriU
Clemson, with one of the finest
exhibitions ever put up by a Clemson platoon, won over the crack
Citadel platoon. It was a wonderful achievement for the Clemson
cadets. Every member of the platoon deserves a world of eredit.
The leadership and commands of
the platoon leader, H. J. Schroder,
were almost flawless. The Clemson
platoon is developed through the
efforts of the Junior class and is
done in the students' own time.
Individual Drill
L. M. Andrews of Clemson won
second place in the individual drill
out of over seventy-five entries.

EABLE

B. W. DANIEL

FIRST LIEUTENANTS
Abrams M S
Andrews L M
Atkinson D H (Ban.d)
Barber W B
Barnwell J B (Band)
Beaudrot C L
Bissett T J
Burton W J
Carter G M
Clark J W
Crosson L H (Band.)
Dozier W C
French R
Goddard E C (D&BC)
Gray F M
Green R J
Greene W P
Henley C M

Hinton C N
Hunt H A
Huskey O R
James J F (Band)
Jones J E
Linder W W
Lupo W E
Lynn W G
McMillan C C
Mack J L
Mauldin W O
Moise S L (Band)
Nalley R L
Nolan M P
Paiks F L
Patterson S R
Quattlebaum A M
Rouse J T
Sharpe J R (Band)
Shuler C O
Shuler N P
Skardon A H
Thomas A S
Truesdale F C

H. H. WILLIS
Langford F T
Thompson J H
Langley A A
Lynes O B
'McKain L N
Medlin W A
Middleton R H
Mobley G J
Muller J H (Band)
Newsom S M (D & BC)
Rainey H B
Rainey W P
Rawlinson O H
Riley R F
Seabrook S G
Self M B
Slade A L
Steer R L
Taylor W H (Band)
Thompson F M
Willis E' B
Witherspoon J H
Yonce, R M

Walker E M
Witherspoon J D
Schachte W L (Musical Director)

TEACHERS ENJOY LONG TENORE
A number of teachers in the state

SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Alston C S
Barnett. G M
Bennett J
Blackwell J E
Blakely R W
Burns W C (Band)
Copeland F P
Densler C Mi
DeWitt W C (Band)
Dickson A A
Dobey J N
Duncan F Y
Freeman J
Gladden E T
Griner J F
Guill J E
Harmon G L
Howie W M
Kohn D
Koon A W

have taught ten or more years.
Among these men are the following:
W. H. Stallworth, Woodruff
C. E. Patterson, Cades
G. A. Stanley, Kingstree
M. B. Brissie, Fort Mill
John Miley, Williston
R. H. Sams, Allendale
R. H. Berly, Lexington
S. C. Jones, Pendleton
W. B. Murphy, Chapis
R. J. Ellison, Duncan
S. C. Gambrell, Owings
L. M. Bauknight, Easley
A. P. Cotton, St. Matthews
B. H. Stribling, Hartsville
J. O. Bethea, Lydia
E. E. Gary, Simpsonville
R. D. Poore, Walhalla
J. P. Murphy, Ridge Springs
R. R. Mellette, Orangeburg
T. B. Cooper, Inman
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PROSPECTIVE CLEMSON FRESHMEN
OTHERS KNOW THAT
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HOKE SLOAN'S
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IS THE PLACE TO BOY YOOR COLLEGE
CLOTHING NEEDS
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An Old Clemson man, in business at Clemson, and
one hundred per cent for Clemson
THE STORE NEAREST THE CAMPUS
Stop by, I will appreciate it.
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